INTERNATIONAL NEWS AND CHRISTIAN PRAYER UPDATE (INCPU)

**********************************

International News and Christian Prayer Update ~ 06-16-2010

Subject: „Oil in the Gulf, with Rockefeller and Martial Law‟
„Proof that the Oil „spill‟ is intentional and they have plans for it‟

Our dear fellow Americans,

Those oil leaks in the Gulf of Mexico are pumping much higher quantities than
reported, apparently more like 100,000 barrels a day. These leaks are a serious
danger for several reasons. In this news report, we work to expose a money trail
showing these events were planned many months before the explosion, with the
intent of long-term problems, with several possibilities to make it worse, and the
people behind this hope to upsize it into a martial-law disaster. But, while Americans
are stunned by the oil damage, we are all distracted from D.C., where 90% of the bills
in Congress are said to be being passed without being voted on. This is the Elites
version of a full-court press against America. At the same time, our military
contractors are desperate for a war, look at them, they are trying to use any excuse
to start something. Have you ever wondered why our military is hammering so hard on
Afghanistan? Their goal is to corner the good deals on $1,000,000,000,000 worth of
raw materials. For more on this, see the details later on in this report.

We need to challenge more of our pastors to be addressing these real issues going on
and having genuine prayer times, repenting and forsaking the idols we selfishly love,
and praying that God would expose these criminals, help the people to stop them,
and bring them to justice.

There are 1,518 oil rigs in the Gulf of Mexico. All of those companies have experts
who could stop this „crisis‟. Is BP listening to any of them? Doesn‟t look like it. Also,
there is a Texas man who owns and operates an oil pipeline company and has 3
decades of experience with pipelines and hydraulics who has been offering a triedand-tested solution that would stop the leak in 2 weeks. But, so far, BP has been
ignoring him. But, besides those details, in Grand Isle, Louisiana, there are 17,500
troops. At the time that was first reported, there was no sign of oil spill there. The
bigger is why are these troops there are why are they fully armored, including with
body armor? There are reasons to watch this story – it could be the start of a mass
forced-evacuation. Please research the articles included in this update.

This report highlights a variety of attempts the big-money types are trying to do. We
should all be asking God to protect and revive our country. We need God‟s help to
stop them.

Please share this information with your friends! Your friends need to know this
information too!
your brethren in Christ,
friends of the honorable Jewish people in Israel and abroad, and
servants and followers of Jesus Christ
The David Henry Family

***

Great Links!

News sites we visit regularly and recommend for helpful news reports:
www.infowars.com
www.rawstory.com

www.blacklistednews.com+

www.newswithviews.com
www.israelhp.com
www.israelnn.com

www.tvnewslies.org

www.israeltoday.co.il

www.wnd.com
www.campaignforliberty.com

www.barrychamish.com

www.prisonplanet.tv*
http://dprogram.net
www.newworldorderreport.com

+

We highly recommend keeping up with Black Listed News and the links along the left
side. All together, they have quite a bit of important and helpful info and reporting

* We highly recommend to all our friends, to sign up with www.prisonplanet.tv for
just $5.95 per month. Signing-up will allow you to access his documentaries, radio
shows, high-quality films and e-books.

***

Click here to go back to our Evangelism and Bible study homepage
( http://a-servant.tripod.com )
Click here to go back to our News and Prayer Update page
( http://incpu.tripod.com )

World News

G-20 Coordination Fails as Global policy makers start to clash
http://www.blacklistednews.com/news-9115-0-13-13--.html
Editor’s comments: There are other article links, and links to our previous updates at the end of this
news update. ~

***

Editor’s comments: So, what else is going on in the Gulf (of Mexico)? 1,000,000
gallons of Corexit – a class D toxin (in Canada), the highest classification of toxin in
the US (EPA), and banned from use in Britain. Why? Because of it‟s ingredients:
“arsenic, cadmium, mercury, cyanide…” Additionally, it‟s rated as extremely toxic on
contact because of its effects on humans –it‟s mutagenic (destroying DNA). It is toxic,
at 2.4 ppm (parts per million), to the liver and central nervous system, and is known
for causing cancer and birth defects. BP (and those in the shadows) have spread
1,000,000 gallons of this toxin in the Gulf of Mexico so far. There are more details and
links on this at the end of this report, and also links to previous INCPU reports. ~

Editor’s Notes: Folks, that chemical they spread is a massive murder weapon that
will continue doing damage for years, and now we also know that it was planned – this
story has many criminal activities that are knitted together. The commands to let the
oil keep spilling go all the way to the top of BP and the US government. There are
many serious questions being asked by citizens, who want to know what those high
altitude planes are spraying on us? Is Corexit something they are spraying on us as
well… time will show that. If you have any video on Chemtrails, Alex Jones is working
on a documentary and would like everyone to send in their videos so he can put
together a comprehensive documentary. You can contact him at his contact on his
website and attach the videos to the message. Here‟s the link:
http://helpdesk.infowars.com/cgi-bin/ttx.cgi

Other interesting notes are starting to come out about who all is involved in this
created „crisis‟ ~

James Delingpole Covers The BP Gulf Oil Disaster on Alex Jones Tv 1/4 (YouTube
video 4 parts)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=itlkQYWZbUI

The Alex Jones Show Hour 1 Was BP Oil Spill The Next 9 11 (YouTube video, pt. 1
of 3)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=amzmdIhT9Uc

US has approved 19 environmental drilling waivers since oil spill
http://www.infowars.com/us-has-approved-19-environmental-drilling-waivers-sinceoil-spill
Editor’s comments: Why did they sign new oil well permits? Because they were
blackmailed by competitive oil companies that knew they were not trying to cap the
oil and were trying to make it bigger. ~

Editor’s comments: The first outstanding problem is how they are pretending that
they don‟t have a way to stop the leak. The government doesn‟t sign permits until
there are emergency plans to deal with potential problems. After this many years and
1,518 oil wells there in the Gulf, there are obviously many quick solutions. Oil
companies, the US military, and the US military contractors have several ways of
stopping this „leak‟, and so does the Pentagon (the Pentagon designed at least some
of the deep-water drilling rigs like the ones in the Gulf). And all of these groups have
many ways to clean up this mess, but they are refusing to do them, and are letting BP
(and those in the shadows) intentionally make this oil flow and created crisis worse.
Another interesting note: You might ask how could the government sign for new oil
wells if the future of oil is up in the air? It is not a problem and they are not worried
about the spill. But they are worried that about the price of oil coming down if we
keep drilling more wells on this side of the globe. The oil tycoons are complaining
about the lower oil prices. For humor, just listen to the queen complaining, it‟s
almost funny. (Both videos above this paragraph reference her comments briefly). So
how could any oil company get any permits signed? Simple common bribery. They all

know this leak is a false story and if they named the solutions publicly it would result
in criminal charges for the guilty. Signed permits are hush money. ~

Similar articles:
The Oil Spills You‟ve Never Heard Of
http://cryptogon.com/?p=15931

U.S. Confirms Underwater Oil Plumes
http://mikechamberslive.com/?p=7886

1,518 oil and gas rigs in the Gulf of Mexico
http://beforeitsnews.com/story/47/870/1,518_oil_and_gas_rigs_in_the_Gulf_of_Mexi
co.html

***

Editor’s notes: Good news! Top BP Officials are literally caught now! Now, we just
need to prosecute them and stop their ongoing schemes in the gulf. ~

First Goldman Sachs Now..BP chief Tony Hayward Sold Shares Weeks Before Oil
Spill & Paid Off House ~ http://digg.com/d31TJ8y

BP chief Tony Hayward sold shares weeks before oil spill
http://legitgov.org/BP-chief-Tony-Hayward-sold-shares-weeks-oil-spill

***

Halliburton Bought Oil Well Blowout Company Before BP Gusher
http://www.infowars.com/halliburton-bought-oil-well-blowout-company-before-bpgusher

Evidence Points To BP Oil Spill False Flag
http://www.infowars.com/evidence-points-to-bp-oil-spill-false-flag

Obama: Oil spill „echoes 9/11,‟ will change America‟s course
http://rawstory.com/rs/2010/0613/obama-oil-spill-echoes-911

Another 9/11? Strange Events In the Gulf
http://theintelhub.com/2010/06/07/another-911-strange-events-in-the-gulf

RT Alex Jones oil spill Conspiracy In The Gulf
(YouTube video of interview a few days after the explosions)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EZKGNTN63uw&NR=1

Editor’s notes: In the clip above, you will hear about a movie called the „Knowing‟ –
it came out March 2009. I have never seen it nor do I plan to, and I do not recommend
anyone go see it because it‟s contradictory to the Bible. But, what I‟ve read and
heard is that the movie is full of occult symbols, philosophy, and demonic UFO lies.
The only reason that film is interesting at all is because the Elites told us more than
13 months ahead of time that they were going to cause this oil „crisis‟. In the film,
it‟s said, that there is a news report that shows an explosion and fire on an oil rig in
the gulf on April 20, 2010. This movie came out March 2009 telling to-the-day about

this oil rig „crisis‟. In addition to that, they scheduled this oil „crisis‟ on 40th
anniversary of „Earth Day‟.

When you click on this link: All 11 missing oil rig workers found alive (and others
like it), you will automatically be re-routed to this link: Coast Guard Ends Search &
Rescue Efforts for Missing Oil Rig Crew Members. I have searched at least 10 search
engines and almost none of them even report that the workers were ever said to be
found alive, which I find strange. Then, I found the article below. That was the whole
clip. And, I doubt the person who reported it would have made a „mistake‟ or been
„mis-reported‟. So, the next question is: Where these 11 are now, I haven‟t found any
info on that.

11 missing oil rig workers found after explosion
By Drew Sagon
April 21, 2010 - 1:58 pm
“…
11 missing oil rig workers were found alive after an oil rig exploded and caught fire
off the coast of Louisiana, according to MSNBC. Plaquemines Parish President Billy
Nungesser told local NBC affiliate WDSU that the workers are alive and safe after the
explosion that left the rig on fire in the Gulf of Mexico.

15 other workers were injured, seven critically according to coast guard
spokeswoman Katherine McNamara. The rig was still burning Wednesday, according
to Coast Guard Senior Chief Petty Officer Mike O'Berry.

Coast Guard Lt. Sue Kerver said the coast guard will work with the Federal Mineral
Management Service to investigate possible causes of the accident…”
http://www.thenewshouse.com/blog/11-missing-oil-rig-workers-found-afterexpolosion

Similar article on Reuters:

http://af.reuters.com/article/energyOilNews/idAFN2119641320100421

But, I think it‟s also important to report on the cover-up of this news piece by top 10
search engines (including Google and Yahoo). After searching through more than 10 of
them, I got almost nothing on the issue.

But, with the article above in mind and the other clues I found this is the picture I
see.
After 1 day of searching for the workers, reports come out that the 11 workers are
live. A day later, the story had changed saying that the information had been
previously „mis-reported‟. And on the same day that the Coast Guard denies that the
workers are found, they also call off their search for these workers. Something is odd
here. After only 2 days of searching, reports come out that all 11 workers are alive,
then the Coast Guard denies it, but stops its search… Something else seems to be
going on here. As you will see in the news clip above, those workers are (or were)
very alive somewhere. If they are still alive, is someone holding them against their
will? Or has the news been hushed for some reason? They probably have some firsthand knowledge of the events that caused the explosions. We do know that if they are
still alive, they have quite a story to tell! If they are still alive, we‟re praying for their
protection, so one day they can talk. ~

Similar article:
BP buys Google, Yahoo search words to keep people from real news on Gulf oil
spill
http://www.examiner.com/...BP-buys-Google-Yahoo-search-engine-words...oil-spilldisas

***

Editor’s comments: Okay, so now that we know that this is a false flag, including a
mass-murder chemical weapon („Corexit‟) and what they are actually doing, now we

have a few more questions to answer. What are they doing while we‟re watching the
Gulf oil „continuous spill‟ (more like oil „flow‟)?

DeMint: Over 90 Percent of Bills Passed Secretly With No Debate, No Vote (June 4,
2010)
www.infowars.com/demint-over-90-percent-of-bills-passed-secretly-with-no-debateno-vote

Editor’s notes: It‟s time to shut down the Senate so we can stop all the illegal
activities and all of the bills their deceitfully saying are being passed through without
voting and following the other rules. ~

Notes about government activities concerning the Gulf:
The Bilderbergers have failed and are now trying to activate plan B

Emergency evacuations plans have been drawn up for entire Gulf of Mexico region
as secret financial negotiations head to climax

Red Alert! "Rumor Possible" Troops 'Invade' Grand Isle Louisiana - First Step in
Coastal Evacuation?
http://beforeitsnews.com/story/73/622/Red_Alert_Rumor_Possible_Troops_Invade...
html

Editor’s comments: The timing is strange on this…
Disaster drills around America and Canada (36 total)
http://standeyo.com/NEWS/10_USA/100613.diz.drills.througout.US.html#AnchorDisaster-49575

USNORTHCOM Gears Up For Potential Attack On U.S. Soil
“USNORTHCOM has admitted that they are preparing military operations within the
United States. This is the first time in history this has been done and they will be
working with DHS, state and local law enforcement on U.S. soil…”
http://theintelhub.com/2010/06/09/usnorthcom-gears-up-for-potential-attack-on-us-soil/

Possible Battle Hardened Troops Or Guard Arrive In Gulf – Awaiting Confirmation
http://theintelhub.com/2010/06/06/red-alert-battle-hardened-troops-invade-intogrand-isle-louisiana/

Red Alert! "Rumor Possible" Troops 'Invade' Grand Isle Louisiana - First Step in
Coastal Evacuation?
beforeitsnews.com/story/73/622/Red_Alert_Rumor_Possible_Troops_Invade_Grand_Is
le_Louisiana

Editor’s comments: When you put this information with the facts that even the
Pentagon can stop this leak and efficiently handle the oil „spill, this adds up to be
something bigger…

***

Editor’s notes: Folks, the most amazing part of this is that this isn‟t BP all by itself
causing this bit of chaos. Who else is involved, you ask? BP‟s co-partner is: Standard
Oil. The Rockefellers – no surprise there. It‟s true – check this out. ~

BP – Standard Oil History
“1985: Standard Oil (Indiana) changes its name to Amoco Corporation.
1987: BP acquires SOHIO, forms BP America; the British government sells its shares
of BP.
1988: Amoco buys Dome Petroleum, Ltd., of Canada.
1994: Amoco restructures, replacing its three major subsidiaries with a network of
17 business groups.
1996: BP merges its European refining and marketing operations with Mobil
Corporation.
1997: Amoco begins a divestiture program designed to shed noncore properties.
1998: British Petroleum acquires Amoco Corporation, forming BP Amoco PLC.
2000: BP Amoco acquires Atlantic Richfield Co. and Burmah Castrol, changes its
name to BP p.l.c.
Company History:
Formed by the 1998 merger of British Petroleum Company and Amoco Corporation,
BP p.l.c. is the third largest oil company in the world…”
http://incpu.tripod.com/articles/BP_-_Standard_Oil_history.htm “

**

Editor’s comments: Here are other sources that confirm this connection:

BP – A Century of technology - Part 3: 1979-2009
“… 1998-2002: BP engages in a series of mergers and acquisitions, bringing together
Amoco, ARCO, Aral, Veba, Vastar and Castrol…”
http://www.bp.com/sectiongenericarticle.do?categoryId=9028999&contentId=705280
6

**

“…
USA
BP Amoco Corporation
BP Amoco Company

}

100%

BP America
Standard Oil
…”
http://www.bp.com/liveassets/bp_internet/globalbp/STAGING/global_assets/downlo
ads/L/Listing_Particulars_for_BP_Amoco-Arco_combination.pdf (2000)

Encyclopaedia Britannica:
“British petrochemical corporation that became the world’s largest oil company
through its merger with the Amoco Corporation of the United States in 1998… After
merging with Amoco in 1998, the corporation took the name BP Amoco before
assuming the name BP PLC in 2000. The company’s headquarters are in London…”
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/80326/BP-PLC

**

History of Amoco
“Like most companies, Amoco started small. Unlike most companies, however, it had
the backing of a big name in American industry, John D. Rockefeller. Standard Oil of
Indiana, as the company was officially known for many years, took shape in 1899…

In 1998, Amoco and BP announced that they had merged, combining their worldwide
operations into a single organization. Overnight, the new company, BP Amoco,
became the largest producer of both oil and natural gas in the US.

At the start of the new millennium, Amoco service stations in the United States were
rebranded BP, although Amoco gasoline continued to flow from the pumps.”
http://www.bp.com/sectiongenericarticle.do?categoryId=9014823&contentId=702781
4

Another link that proves Standard Oil and BP are one and the same – one giant
monopoly:
http://www.bp.com/liveassets/bp_internet/globalbp/STAGING/global_assets/downloads/L/Listing_Pa
rticulars_for_BP_Amoco-Arco_combination.pdf

Similar articles:
http://www.bp.com/liveassets/bp_internet/globalbp/STAGING/global_assets/downlo
ads/A/Amoco_Key_facts_and_highlights.pdf

http://www.bp.com/liveassets/bp_internet/globalbp/STAGING/global_assets/downlo
ads/A/Amoco_Presentation.pdf

Food and Depopulation: Rockefeller Family
http://www.infowars.com/food-and-depopulation-rockefeller-family/

**
Editor’s notes: Okay, so now that we know that Rockefeller‟s team is involved in this
too, we need to ask why. So, why are they doing this? Why is BP-Standard Oil doing
this? Why is the US government allowing it? There are many reasons not explored yet,
because not all of the schemes have come to light, yet. Here is what we have been
able to put together:
1) The Rockefeller family has for years been a part of implementing and pushing and
manipulating us into a one-world system: one-world currency, religion, government.
The Rockefellers have been a notable member of the Bilderberg group for many years,

and they were charter members of the CFR (Council on Foreign Relations) – an elite
social club that manipulates for their profit and control.
2) This „crisis‟ is well-orchestrated to be an excuse for martial law – where we plead
with those who created this crisis to help us out of it, including using US military on
US soil (which violates Posse Comitatus).
a. The oil and chemicals together kill the workers and (the global elites hope) as the
oil comes around Florida that it will kill animals, plants, at least some of us and
create an excuse to bring in the troops to enact martial law.
b. Hurricane Katrina was called the „perfect storm‟ for a reason. It was tweaked to
become the nightmare they wanted it to be. And the same people have been warning
(read: threatening) to bring a hurricane to (they hope) throw oil everywhere, which is
also an excuse to bring in the troops for martial law.
3) At the Bilderberg meetings days ago, (based on leaks) the world‟s greediest people
decided that they want to go to war with Iran (or anyone else if they can fool us), and
then that situation is great for re-adjusting economics and industry here in America.
(World War II was a great example of that.)
4) Also, we have recently found out that there is so much oil around the world that
the Elites know that when that word gets out, the people will not tolerate high gas
prices. So, they have been exposed as sending out disinformation for years that the
„world is running out of oil‟. That was a lie to keep us in the Elitist/Rockefeller/Arab
oil. „We the People‟ need to find and pursue alternative energy solutions, and not rely
on our friendly, oil-money corrupted government to help us get free. All we can
expect from them is rhetoric (which is really lies).
5) They also want to fabricate reasons to limit the oil supply they give us, so they
can control us and continue to fleece us.
6) They are passing all kinds of bills through Congress without votes, right now. I
don‟t know how to find out what, but we will need to examine and probably undo
those bills.
7) We have many questions about what else they are doing. Like is this a smaller
„crisis‟ to cover a bigger scandals?... We expect to, by God‟s grace, continue to report
these other details as we find them. ~

Solutions

Fixing the leaks:
Fixing the leak in the gulf is simple and relatively in-expensive, if they wanted to
solve it. Among other ideas, it would be quite simple to attach a collar to the pipe
leaving it open, and attaching hoses that other companies have used in times before.
There are 1,518 wells out there in the Gulf of Mexico, and many experts and
experienced technicians who have countless other real solutions for that as well. ~

Oil Spill Fix - We have a solution to the oil spill based on reliable proven
technology
“Daniel E. Davis, a pipeline and hydraulics expert with three decades of experience
in the oil industry has a solution for the “environmental catastrophe” fouling the
Gulf of Mexico…”
http://www.oilspillfix.com/

'I Can Fix the Oil Leak!'--Texas Entrepreneur to BP
http://beforeitsnews.com/story/75/704/I_Can_Fix_the_Oil_Leak_-Texas_Entrepreneur.html

BP Chose Riskier, Cheaper Casing for Well
“…The newspaper said the company decided to use the casing several days before the
explosion. It was installed by the contractor Halliburton…”
http://cryptogon.com/?p=15945

***

Cleaning up the oil flow:
This is also simple and relatively inexpensive, and there are many great ideas. Some
have pointed out how much hay (cow feed) will quickly soak up the oil and can be
disposed of fairly easily, once we stop the flow of oil.

Oh, and btw, when Obama lied that he was „relying‟ on BP‟s team to fix the oil
„crisis‟, he forgot to mention that the US government has military contractors
involved in designing and building all kinds of things, including submersible oil rigs.
And the US military contractors also have the equipment to solve this – they must
have been told to step aside. ~

Noble Corporation's Historical Highlights (historical timeline…)
“… 2002
·
Purchased two Pentagon designed semisubmersible drilling rigs, the Transocean
96 and Transocean 97...”
http://www.noblecorp.com/About/NobleHistory.asp

Editor’s notes: Did you notice that the Pentagon has the technology to design
submersible oil rigs, like those in the gulf? Whoever designs those oil rigs can also
design a way to stop the oil flow, but we have not heard anything about that. ~

**********

Editor’s notes: BP has released 1 million gallons of „dispersant‟ into the Gulf of
Mexico. First off, containing is opposite of dispersing. Why is BP dispersing the oil
instead of using chemicals and methods that would contain and absorb the oil?
Secondly, what is in this chemical? Corexit is known as a neurotoxin that the US EPA
(Environmental Protection Agency) gives its highest warning label. In 1998, the UK
banned it from being used there again. Canada gives this chemical a class D status –
immediately toxic. What is in this stuff? It‟s pretty concerning…

The Amount Of Neurotoxin Pesticide Corexit Sprayed By BP Tops 1 Million Gallons

“BP’s

latest oil spill response update for June 4th says the total amount of the
dispersant used in the Gulf of Mexico more than 1,021,000 gallons.

But what most people don’t know is that the active ingredient of the toxic chemical
dispersant, which is up to 60% by volume, being sprayed by BP to fight the Gulf oil
spill is a is a neurotoxin pesticide that is acutely toxic to both human and aquatic
life, causes cancer, causes damage to internal organs such as the liver and kidneys
simply by absorbing it through the skin and may cause reproductive side effects.

In fact the neurotoxin pesticide that is lethal to 50% of life in concentrations as little
as 2.6 parts per million has been banned for use in the UK since 1998… more
specifically [can] delete the entire food chain.

Corexit has also earned the highest EPA warning label for toxicity…

In fact the study referenced showed that crude oil was lethal at 4250 parts per
million to killifish but combination of oil mixed with Corexit was lethal in as little as
317.7 ppm. “Dispersed oils were more toxic than crude oils,” noted the report…

The fact Corexit is 4 times as toxic as oil and up to 11 times as toxic when combined
with oil it literally makes no sense to allow the use of such a toxic chemical that can
“delete” the ecological systems along the Gulf coast…

What are the chemical components of the dispersants COREXIT 9500 and COREXIT
9527?

While the main ingredient which makes up to 60% of Corexit is reason enough to
cause concern.
If you dig any more dirt on these let me know.

The components of COREXIT 9500 and 9527 are:
CAS Registry Number Chemical Name
57-55-6
1,2-Propanediol
111-76-2
2-butoxy-Ethanol
Butanedioic acid, 2-sulfo-, 1,4-bis(2-ethylhexyl) ester, sodium
577-11-7
salt (1:1)
1338-43-8
Sorbitan, mono-(9Z)-9-octadecenoate
Sorbitan, mono-(9Z)-9-octadecenoate, poly(oxy-1,2-ethanediyl)
9005-65-6
derivs.
Sorbitan, tri-(9Z)-9-octadecenoate, poly(oxy-1,2-ethanediyl)
9005-70-3
derivs
29911-28-2
2-Propanol, 1-(2-butoxy-1-methylethoxy)64742-47-8
Distillates (petroleum), hydrotreated light
These have also been found to contain Arsenic, Cadmium, Chromium, Mercury, and
Cyanide among other heavy metals.

What are the Chronic Health effects of Corexit?
Here are some of the highlights from the MSDS for the active ingredient (2butoxyethanol) – of Corexit (up to 60% by volume)
·

Severe over-exposure can result in death.

·

MUTAGENIC EFFECTS: Mutagenic for bacteria and/or yeast.

·
The substance may be toxic to blood, kidneys, liver, central nervous system
(CNS)…
·
May cause adverse reproductive effects (maternal and paternal fertility,
fetoxicity)
·

May cause birth defects (teratogenic)

·

May cause cancer (tumorigenic)…

Classified in Canada as CLASS D-1A: Material causing immediate and serious toxic
effects (VERY TOXIC). Classified in Canada as CLASS D-2B: Material causing other
toxic effects (TOXIC) …”

blog.alexanderhiggins.com/2010/06/05/amount-neurotoxin-pesticide-corexitsprayed-bp-tops-1-million-gallons

AP IMPACT: Many Gulf federal judges have oil links
www.google.com/hostednews/ap/article/ALeqM5j8f2c5EMHHyphrIOoK7rjHYFkbwD9G5SFE01

BP executives could be sent to prison
http://feeds.bignewsnetwork.com/?sid=647373

*****

CNPC, British BP sign Iraq big oil deal
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/2009-11/04/content_8908116.htm
Oil Giants Move to Cash-In on New Iraq Oil Law
http://www.polarisinstitute.org/oil_giants_move_to_cash_in_on_new_iraq_oil_law

Flashback 2002: Australian Scientist Urged Government to Use Biological Weapons
Against “Overpopulated” Countries
http://cryptogon.com/?p=15618

Other articles you need to see:
BP Indirectly Funded Rahm Emanuel's Rent-Free (and Tax-Free) Use of Capitol Hill
Townhouse
http://taxprof.typepad.com/taxprof_blog/2010/06/rahm-emanuels-.html

EPA Takes a Giant Leap Into Tyranny
http://www.morphcity.com/home/72-epa-takes-a-giant-leap-into-tyranny

U.S. Identifies Vast Mineral Deposits Worth $1 Trillion in Afghanistan
„The Saudi Arabia of Lithium‟; Eventually „One of The Most Important Mining Centers
in The World‟; Pentagon „Helping‟ Afghan Government to Prepare to Seek Bids on
Mineral Rights
http://cryptogon.com/?p=15953

CIA Goes 14 Months without Internal Watchdog
http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2010/06/08/politics/main6560392.shtml

*****

~ A free web-tip ~
To make surfing the web easier (including this site), it is most often helpful to
remember to right-click on the article you want to see, and choose to „open in a new
window‟ or „open in a new tab‟. That way your original page stays open for easy
finding and viewing.
>> And some may already know this:
all blue, bold & underlined words in this update are links to websites.

You can find this latest update online, here:
“Oil in the Gulf with Rockefeller and Martial law" ~ (PDF file) 06-16-2010
"Oil in the Gulf with Rockefeller and Martial law" ~ (web-page) 06-16-2010

* ** * ** *

Also, here are links to our last 3 updates in web-format or PDF format at:
"Israel, Business Deals, and War on Terror" ~ (PDF file) 06-06-2010
"Israel, Business Deals, and War on Terror" ~ (web-page) 06-06-2010
“75,000+ clergy - Together for the FEMA gospel?” ~ (PDF file) 05-30-2010
“75,000+ clergy - Together for the FEMA gospel?” ~ (web-page) 05-30-2010
"Military Complex is destroying our country" ~ (PDF file) 02-05-10
"Military Complex is destroying our country" ~ (web-page) 02-05-10

** ** * ** **

>> You have our permission to share this!
Your friends need to know this information! <<

** ** * ** **

**********************************
If you would like to unsubscribe, please email us with the word „Unsubscribe‟ in the subject line, at dandbhenry@cnonline.net.

If you have received this as a forward and would like to receive these regular updates,
please email us with the word 'Subscribe' in the subject line, at: dandbhenry@cnonline.net.
~ Friends of Israel, servants of Christ ~
The David Henry Family

